ALL THE ROADS
LEAD TO ROAM
Funny thing about the names of most SUVs: They all sound like global wayfarers who’ve led lives of bold adventure. But if you want to express over 40 years of traveling to some of the most challenging places on all seven continents—and returning home safely—it only takes one letter: G. While it’s short for Geländewagen, or cross-country vehicle, it’s also the start of some of the most interesting stories on earth.
Roaming the world or rolling up to the red carpet, no other vehicle feels so at home in such a range of scenarios. The G-Class is more than an icon of adventure. It’s a legend you can live for yourself.

**KEY FEATURES**

**LUXURY 08**
- Heated power front seats with 3-position memory, ventilation* and/or massage*, split folding rear seat
- 64-color LED ambient lighting
- Burmester® surround sound
- 3-zone climate control with cabin-air ionizer
- More than 50 upholstery choices* in hand-fitted leather, Nappa leather, and G MANUFAKTUR Nappa leather, including two-tones and contrasting elements

**CAPABILITY 09**
- V8 biturbo or handcrafted AMG V8 biturbo engine
- Permanent all-wheel drive with 2-speed transfer case
- Three lockable differentials
- 18" to 22" alloy wheels*
- DYNAMIC SELECT drive modes
- Double-wishbone front/rigid-axle rear suspension with coil springs; adaptive AMG RIDE CONTROL (G 63)

**SAFETY 10**
- Blind Spot Assist, PRE-SAFE® with PRE-SAFE Sound hearing protection technology
- PARKTRONIC with Active Parking Assist, Rear Cross-Traffic Alert, Trailer Stability Assist
- Rearview camera (G 550) or multicamera Surround View System (G 63)
- Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC®
- Active Lane Keeping Assist, Speed Limit Assist

**TECHNOLOGY 10**
- Dual 12.3" digital instrument cluster and central multimedia displays
- Steering wheel with Touch Control Buttons, console rotary/touchpad controller
- Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto
- COMAND® system with navigation
- Mercedes me connect featuring smartphone app with Remote Start, 4G LTE WiFi,* and more

---

*Optional or not available on some models. Please see endnotes at back of brochure.
YOUR DESTINATION IS FOREVER ITS DESTINY
For a vehicle that’s been so many places, the G-Class has stayed true to its mission year after year: Confidence. Civility. And off-road capability few can match, thanks in part to three pushbuttons on its dash—numbered 1, 2 and 3. When pressed, they lock its center, rear and front differentials to progressively elevate its off-road prowess in a way no ordinary SUV can compete. Switched off, a G-Class reveals a different capability: to coddle its passengers in finely tailored appointments and a feeling of unmatched solidity. The simple truth is that a G feels built like no other SUV because it literally is built in a manner all its own. Each G-Class is crafted virtually entirely by hand in Graz, Austria, from its rigid frame to its supple upholstery. It’s a way of bringing a vehicle to life that most automakers have long forgotten—if they ever knew it in the first place. It’s why something as simple as the positive click of a door latch—often described with the words “bank vault”—is not just part of its body but its soul. And it’s why, when the G-Class was recently re-engineered from the ground up, the latches were one of just four components carried over intact. Five if you count its unwavering, unmistakable character. It’s why, wherever you go in your G, you’re destined to feel in charge, at ease, and at home.
MAKE IT YOUR KIND OF ONE-OF-A-KIND
Rugged individualists have been venturing the earth in their G-Class for decades. One owner took his G, a blue one he named Otto, on a 560,000-mile trek that lasted 26 years. Even on a trip to the store, a G-Class has something special for the more refined individualists. Its lavish appointments and modern technologies can be enveloped in literally dozens of paint colors, leathers, seat designs, wheels and steering wheels—plus wood, metal or carbon-fiber trim inside, and color-keyed, gloss black, or matte-black “Magno” accents outside. All told, there are more than a million possibilities—and that’s without counting the 64 colors of ambient lighting you can change at any time—to create a G that’s totally you.

LUXURY HIGHLIGHTS
Heated, ventilated* and massaging* power front seats, each with 3-position memory
Heated outboard rear seats
64-color LED ambient lighting
3-zone climate control with dust, pollen and odor filters, Air Balance cabin-air ionizer
Burmester® Surround Sound System
Heated steering wheel*
Power tinted glass sunroof
Heat- and noise-insulating windshield, front door, and sunroof glass
More than 35 gloss and matte paint colors*
More than 50 choices in leather and Nappa leather upholstery, stitching and accents*
TAKE IT TO THE TOP OF YOUR WORLD

The term “proved” has a way of meaning something has never been improved since its inception. The G has never stopped doing both, gaining new abilities to complement its legendary capabilities year by year. More recently, it underwent a dramatic renovation to become more agile and refined on-road. And in case you’re worried that created compromise, every core off-road stat – ground clearance, hill-climbing and fording – grew better in the process. It’s why the improved G-Class is still proved on the 4,740-ft Stöckl mountain near its birthplace. And it’s how a G carries your passengers in serene comfort, while giving you a sense of calm command. Whether you’re about to cross the desert, or going out for dessert.

PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS

Engine: 416-hp V8 biturbo (G 550), or handcrafted 577-hp AMG V8 biturbo (G 63)
Paddle-shifted 9-speed 9G-TRONIC or AMG SPEEDSHIFT® TCT automatic transmission
Permanent all-wheel drive, 2-speed transfer case, 3 lockable differentials
DYNAMIC SELECT driving modes, including Comfort, Sport and customizable Individual

18” to 22” alloy wheels
Double-wishbone front/rigid-axle rear suspension; adaptive damping (G 550†) or adaptive AMG RIDE CONTROL (G 63)
9.5” ground clearance, 27.5” fording depth, 100% max climbing grade, 70% max lateral slope tilt

Sport (G 550†) or AMG Performance exhaust

*Optional or not available on some models. Please see endnotes at back of brochure.
Mercedes-Benz engineers have long believed that the best way to live in the moment is to stay prepared for what might come next. It’s why every G-Class is equipped to help you find adventures and avoid misadventure.

**SAFETY HIGHLIGHTS**

An advanced suite of driver assists helps ease your way through the wilds of traffic, cities and parking spots—and they’re all standard. Radar can watch traffic ahead for smoother cruising and forward collision avoidance. If you tow, you’ll appreciate how Trailer Stability Assist can help quell trailer sway. Your G can help you size up open parking spaces, guide you in hands-free, and even alert you if it detects approaching cross-traffic when it’s time to back out. And if the unthinkable is about to become the unavoidable, PRE-SAFE can take action to optimize the restraint systems, close the windows, and even emit a special tone to pre-trigger your ears’ natural defenses.
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**IT GOES FAR TO KEEP YOUR WORLD CLOSE**

The G-Class digital cockpit is designed to keep vital info within view, and the most important controls fingertips-close. Crisp, vivid 12.3” displays place a reconfigurable instrument cluster side-by-side with a central multimedia screen for navigation, entertainment, vehicle settings, an off-road display, and more. You can control it all via smartphone-like touchpads on the steering wheel, an intuitive twist-click/touchpad controller on the console, or advanced voice control that can even let you operate comfort features. Burmester®, German crafters of high-end home audio, tends to your listening pleasure. With a 10-channel digital amp, the 15-speaker surround sound system’s drilled metal grilles satisfy ears and eyes alike.

**TECHNOLOGY HIGHLIGHTS**

Dual 12.3” displays: reconfigurable digital instrument cluster, central multimedia screen for navigation, audio and vehicle settings

Console rotary/touchpad controller, and steering-wheel Touch Control Buttons

COMAND® navigation with voice control of numerous cabin features

Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto®

In-car WiFi® with TuneIn Radio®

Dual USB ports

LED Intelligent Light System headlamps with Adaptive Highbeam Assist
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Every G-Class comes generously equipped and richly appointed as standard. But an extensive menu of personalization choices lets you create a handcrafted original all your own.

**STYLING PACKAGES**

G 550:
- AMG Line
- Night Package
- Night Package Plus
- Night Package Magno

G 63:
- AMG Night Package
- AMG Night Package Plus
- AMG Night Package Magno

**INTERIOR PACKAGES**

- Exclusive Interior Package
- Exclusive Interior Package Plus
- G manufaktur Interior Package
- G manufaktur Interior Package Plus

**SEAT COMFORT PACKAGE**

- Active multicontour front seats with massage
- Rapid heating feature for front seats
- Ventilated front seats
ALL THE CONFIDENCE OF ALL THE CONTINENTS
416-HP V8 BITURBO ENGINE
PERMANENT ALL-WHEEL DRIVE
WITH 2-SPEED TRANSFER CASE
THREE LOCKABLE DIFFERENTIALS
MANUFAKTUR MIDNIGHT BLUE
19" TWIN 5-SPOKE WHEELS
G 550 SUV SPECIFICATIONS

ENGINE 4.0L V8 biturbo

POWER 416 hp @ 5,250–5,500 rpm / 0–60 MPH → 5.6 sec

DRIVE Permanent all-wheel with 2-speed transfer case

WHEELS 19" 8-spoke
Do you need a vehicle that’s been to Siberia just to handle the rigors of suburbia? Turns out, that’s the beauty of the G-Class. Everywhere it’s gone, it’s brought back something meaningful: The experience that makes it more adept, and more adaptable. And for the people within, the experiences that make a life well-lived. So while you might not require the full breadth of its talents every day, you can appreciate the depth of its character anywhere: The rush of V8 biturbo torque that perfectly complements its commanding view. The pairing of advanced technologies and purist hardware that inspire your confidence on-road and off. The harmony of solid and supple as you latch its door from your leather-lined, massaging* seat. The way its upright body optimizes spaciousness and maneuverability—one of its original design goals that it’s never outgrown. When Mercedes-Benz set out to create a vehicle that united civility with capability, they had no idea how far it would go. Nor how well it would fit in—from a lonely desert to a lively city. And with seemingly endless options in paint, cabin fittings, and body accents in color or black, gloss or matte, you can take your G far, too. Even before you start an epic journey to the North Pole. Or maybe just South Beach, Easthampton or West Los Angeles. 416-HP V8 BITURBO ENGINE. PERMANENT 4-WHEEL DRIVE, 2-SPEED TRANSFER CASE, THREE SEQUENTIALLY LOCKABLE DIFFERENTIALS.* UP TO 68.6 CU FT OF CARGO SPACE. LED HEADLAMPS AND TAILLAMPS. 64-COLOR LED AMBIENT LIGHTING. 19" OR 20" WHEELS (OR 18" WHEELS WITH ALL-TERRAIN TIRES).* DUAL 12.3" DIGITAL DISPLAYS, WITH RECONFIGURABLE INSTRUMENTATION. MORE THAN A MILLION POSSIBLE PAINT, UPHOLSTERY AND TRIM COMBOS.*

*Optional or not available on some models.  
Please see endnotes at back of brochure.
FOR THOSE WHO BELIEVE

THE WORLD IS FLAT-OUT
AMG G 63

HANDCRAFTED 577-HP AMG V8 BITURBO ENGINE
PERMANENT ALL-WHEEL DRIVE
G MANUFAKTUR ARABIAN GREY
20" AMG® TWIN 5-SPOKE WHEELS®
AMG NIGHT AND TRAIL PACKAGES
AMG G 63 SPECIFICATIONS

/ENGINE  Handcrafted AMG 4.0L V8 biturbo /POWER  577 hp @ 6,000 rpm /0–60 MPH → 4.5 sec^{13} /DRIVE Permanent all-wheel, 2-speed transfer case /WHEELS  21" AMG® 10-spoke^{2}
Elemental to being a G-Class is a deep legacy of hand-built endurance, proven in extremes of terrain, temperature and topography. A Mercedes-AMG birthright is its handcrafted performance—trained, tested and finely tuned in the rigors of motorsports. Nowhere do these dueling spirits shine as one like the AMG G 63. Behind its vertical grille bars awaits a racing-bred biturbo V8 brought to life by a single master engine builder. Its 627 lb-ft of torque is sent to all of its 20” to 22” wheels with a 60% rear-axle bias, for a sportier feel. Four genuine sidepipes turn 577 hp into thunder as 60 mph arrives in a 4.5-second flash of lightning.

AMG DYNAMIC SELECT—with three drive modes for on-road, three for off—lets you set up the adaptive damping, 9-speed shifting and more to suit the surface and your driving state of mind. An additional Individual program lets you make your own mode. An upper strut brace reinforces its double-wishbone front suspension. The result is a crisp-cornered SUV that’s crisp in corners. Flat-out fast, yet well-rounded for everyday use, from its hand-tailored appointments to its digital cockpit. And while its iconic design is like no other SUV, its massive personalization menu lets you configure yours like no one else’s G 63—crafted by hand, to put the world at your feet.

HANDCRAFTED 577-HP AMG V8 BITURBO. PERMANENT 4-WHEEL DRIVE, 2-SPEED TRANSFER CASE, THREE SEQUENTIALLY LOCKABLE DIFFERENTIALS. AMG SPEEDSHIFT® TCT 9-SPEED. AMG DYNAMIC SELECT DRIVE MODES. AMG PERFORMANCE SIDEPIPE EXHAUST. AMG RIDE CONTROL SUSPENSION. 20" AMG® WHEELS (OPTIONS TO 22”). AMG TRAIL PACKAGE WITH OFF-ROAD OPTIMIZED SUSPENSION, UNDERGUARD, ALL-TERRAIN TIRES, AND MORE. 
Dimensions:

- **Overall length**: 191.9"
- **Wheelbase**: 113.8"
- **Overall width**: 78.5" (or 79.1"
- **Shoulder room**: 57.3"
- **Cargo capacity**: 38.1 cu ft
- **Floor to ceiling height**: 80.6" (or 81.5"

Engine:

- **577 hp @ 6,000 rpm**
- **1180 ft-lb @ 3,200 rpm**

Performance and Efficiency:

- **Automatic transmission**
- **AMG Performance Exhaust System with dual sidepipes**
- **Three sequentially lockable differentials**
- **Permanent all-wheel drive with 2-speed transfer case**
- **ECO Start/Stop system**
- **PRE-SAFE Sound hearing protection technology**
- **Active Lane Keeping Assist**

Options Packages:

- **Exclusive Interior Package Plus**: Includes Exclusive Int Pkg Plus.
- **Exclusive Nappa leather upholstery with diamond stitching**
- **Nappa leather trimmed dash, doors, and floor mats**
- **Manufaktur interior**

Styling and Appearance:

- **Cabin**: manufaktur G
- **Exterior accents in Obsidian Black**
- **Night Black Magno with AMG Night Pkg Magno**
- **Night Black Magno with AMG Night Pkg**
- **Rear mud flaps; all-season floor mats**
- **AMG Performance steering wheel in Nappa/DINAMICA**

Individual Options:

- **Exclusive Night Package**: In G 63 Exclusive Int Pkg
- **Exclusive Nappa leather upholstery**: In Exclusive Int Pkg

Technical Specifications:

- **Engine Type**: 5.5L V8 Biturbo with Direct Injection
- **Power**: 577 hp @ 6,000 rpm
- **Torque**: 1,180 ft-lb @ 3,200 rpm
- **Overall length**: 191.9"
- **Wheelbase**: 113.8"
- **Overall width**: 78.5" (or 79.1"
- **Shoulder room**: 57.3"
UPHOLSTERY

LEATHER OR NAPPA LEATHER

- Leather: G 550
- Nappa: G 550
  - Exclusive Interior Package

NAPPA LEATHER

- AMG G 63

EXCLUSIVE NAPPA LEATHER w/DIAMOND STITCHING

- G 550, AMG G 63
  - Exclusive Interior Package Plus

G manufaktur NAPPA LEATHERS w/CONTRASTING TOPSTITCHING

- G 550, AMG G 63
  - G manufaktur Interior Package – Nappa leather with linear stitching
  - G 550, AMG G 63
  - G manufaktur Interior Package – Exclusive Nappa leather with diamond stitching

G manufaktur NAPPA LEATHERS w/CONTRASTING A-BAND

- AMG G 63
  - G manufaktur Interior Package – Nappa leather with linear stitching
  - G 550, AMG G 63
  - G manufaktur Interior Package Plus – Exclusive Nappa leather with diamond stitching

G manufaktur SINGLE-TONE AND TWO-TONE NAPPA LEATHERS

- G 550, AMG G 63
  - G manufaktur Interior Package – Nappa leather with linear stitching
  - G 550, AMG G 63
  - G manufaktur Interior Package Plus – Exclusive Nappa leather with diamond stitching
INTERIOR COLORS

BLACK w/YACHT BLUE A-BAND

TITANIUM GREY PEARL

PLATINUM WHITE w/BLACK A-BAND

SADDLE BROWN w/BLACK A-BAND

ESPERSO BROWN

PLATINUM WHITE

PLATINUM WHITE/BLACK

SADDLE BROWN/BLACK

YACHT BLUE/BLACK

BENGAL RED/BLACK

G manufaktur Nappa
G manufaktur Exclusive Nappa

G manufaktur Nappa
G manufaktur Exclusive Nappa

G manufaktur Nappa
G manufaktur Exclusive Nappa

G manufaktur Nappa
G manufaktur Exclusive Nappa

G manufaktur Nappa single-tone
G manufaktur Exclusive Nappa single-tone

G manufaktur Nappa single-tone
G manufaktur Exclusive Nappa single-tone

G manufaktur Nappa single-tone
G manufaktur Exclusive Nappa single-tone

G manufaktur Nappa single-tone
G manufaktur Exclusive Nappa single-tone

G manufaktur Nappa two-tone
G manufaktur Exclusive Nappa two-tone

G manufaktur Nappa two-tone
G manufaktur Exclusive Nappa two-tone

G manufaktur Nappa two-tone
G manufaktur Exclusive Nappa two-tone

G manufaktur Nappa two-tone
G manufaktur Exclusive Nappa two-tone
designo PAINTWORK

- designo® MYSTIC BLUE METALLIC
- All models
- Optional

- designo MOCHA BLACK METALLIC
- All models
- Optional

- designo GRAPHITE METALLIC
- All models
- Optional

- designo PLATINUM BLACK METALLIC
- All models
- Optional

- designo MYSTIC BROWN METALLIC
- All models
- Optional

- designo DIAMOND WHITE METALLIC
- All models
- Optional

- designo CARDINAL RED METALLIC
- All models
- Optional

- designo NIGHT BLACK MAGNO
- All models
- matte finish

- designo PLATINUM MAGNO
- All models
- matte finish

- designo® MYSTIC BLUE METALLIC
- All models
- Optional

- designo MOCHA BLACK METALLIC
- All models
- Optional

- designo GRAPHITE METALLIC
- All models
- Optional

- designo PLATINUM BLACK METALLIC
- All models
- Optional
G manufaktur PAINTWORK

- **ARABIAN GREY**: All models — nonmetallic
- **JUPITER RED**: All models — nonmetallic
- **MIDNIGHT BLUE**: All models — nonmetallic
- **DEsert SAND**: All models — nonmetallic
- **CHINA BLUE**: All models — nonmetallic
- **DEEP GREEN**: All models — nonmetallic
- **OLIVE METALLIC**: All models
- **DEsert SILVER METALLIC**: All models
- **SINTERED BRONZE MAGNO**: All models — matte finish
- **MONZA GREY MAGNO**: All models — matte finish
- **DARK OLIVE GREEN MAGNO**: All models — matte finish
- **DAKOTA BROWN MAGNO**: All models — matte finish

Optional
WHEELS

19" 8-SPoke

 MATTE BLACK

 G550

 w/AMG Line or Night Packages – includes all-terrain tires

18" 5-SPoke

 SILVER

 G550

 w/AMG Line or Night Packages

19" TWIN 5-SPoke

 BLACK

 G550

 w/AMG Line or Night Packages

 — includes all-terrain tires

19" TWIN 5-SPoke

 w/GREY ACCENTS

 G550

 AMG Line

20" AMG® MULTISPOKE

 w/BLACK ACCENTS

 G550

 Night Packages

20" AMG MULTISPOKE

 BLACK

 G550

 Requires any Night Package

20" AMG MULTISPOKE

 w/BLACK ACCENTS

 G550

 Requires any Night Package

20" AMG TWIN 5-SPoke

 w/GREY ACCENTS

 G550

 AMG Line

20" AMG TWIN 5-SPoke

 w/BLACK ACCENTS

 G550

 Requires any Night Package
WHEELS

20" AMG® 10-SPOKE

20" AMG TWIN 5-SPOKE

21" AMG TWIN 5-SPOKE

21" AMG TWIN 5-SPOKE

MATTE BLACK

AMG G 63

AMG Trail Package—Includes all-terrain tires

w/GREY ACCENTS

AMG G 63

w/AMG Night Package

21" AMG TWIN 5-SPOKE

21" AMG TWIN 5-SPOKE

MATTE BLACK

AMG G 63

w/AMG Night Package

22" AMG FORGED CROSS-SPOKE

22" AMG FORGED CROSS-SPOKE

w/GREY ACCENTS

AMG G 63

w/AMG Night Package

MATTE BLACK

AMG G 63
COMMITTED TO COMMUNITY

Mercedes-Benz USA is committed to educating and empowering the next generation of diverse leaders. To help equip them with the tools for success, MBUSA partners with two national organizations that invest in the futures of young people in communities across the country. As a Mercedes-Benz driver, you become a part of this effort to give hundreds of thousands of youth a better life today, and all of us a brighter tomorrow.

Learn more about how Mercedes-Benz USA gives back at MBUSA.com/community

A nationwide network of youth sports programs, Laureus Sport for Good USA is focused on improving the health, education, employment and social cohesion of youth in underserved communities. Since 2012, Laureus USA has helped nearly half a million young people in 150 cities.

To learn more, visit laureus.com

Johnny Mac Soldiers Fund helps honor military service and sacrifice by providing scholarships to veterans and military family members—particularly the children of our nation’s fallen and disabled. Since 2014, Johnny Mac has awarded more than $16 million in scholarships to some 2,000 students.

To learn more, visit johnnymac.org
provided by HERE Technologies, and a 1-year Mercedes me connect assistance repairs may involve charges for parts, service and towing. Vehicle must be accessible from main roads. Depending on the circumstances, these services may be provided by an outside provider, courtesy of Mercedes-Benz Roadside Assistance. Restricted roadways, acts of nature and vehicle accessibility may limit our ability to provide services to you. For full details, eligibility requirements, and limitations/exclusions of SIRIUS® and Drive services, as well as the Roadside Assistance Program, please see your dealer.

ENDNOTES

* Item is optional or not available on some models. See Build Your Own in this brochure or visit MBUSA.com for more information.

1 ESP, 4.15i, ABS, Brake Assist and Trailer Stability Assist do not operate when the differential locks are engaged. Locked differentials will limit steering ability.

2 Lower-outlet ratio tires and accompanying wheels provide substantially increased treadwear, increased tire noise and reduced ride comfort. Serious tire and rim damage may occur if the vehicle is operated on rough or damaged road surfaces or upon encountering road debris or obstacles. These tires are not designed for use on snow and ice. Winter tires mounted on appropriately sized and approved wheels are recommended for driving in those conditions. All-tire tires may provide increased noise and reduced ride comfort compared to all-season tires.

3 All Mercedes me connect services operate only where cellular and GPS signals are available, which are provided by third parties and not within the control of Mercedes-Benz USA, LLC. Mercedes me connect assist services, and 3 years of Mercedes me connect services are included at no additional charge with new vehicle sales and leases at an authorized Mercedes-Benz dealer. Models with COMAND® navigation also include 3 years of over-the-air map updates (up to twice per year), 3 years of live traffic information provided by HERE Technologies, and a 1-month trial (up to 15GB) of in-vehicle Wi-Fi and streaming audio. Subscription Agreement is required for service to be active. Some services are only available on select vehicles. Your PIN is required to use certain services. Connection may be limited by cellular signal and other factors. Features may be introduced and updated at varying dates, and may also require a vehicle software update. Some services may be limited or restricted in some areas. Driver is responsible for complying with traffic and other laws. The Mercedes me connect Mobile App is compatible with Apple iPhone™ Models and Android-based phones, and may require a software update. See your dealer or MBUSA.com/mercedesme for details.

4 Off-road driving should only be attempted by drivers with the necessary skill, experience and understanding of the vehicle’s limits. Read Operator’s Manual before driving off-road or in deep water.

5 Even the most advanced safety systems may not be sufficient to avoid an accident. Please refer to more detailed information on specific systems elsewhere in this brochure, at MBUSA.com, and in the vehicle’s Operator’s Manual. Some systems may be optional.

6 Active Brake Assist may not be sufficient to avoid an accident. It does not react to certain stationary or suddenly moving objects or pedestrians, or may not react in certain situations where objects can be clearly identified, nor does it recognize or predict the curvature and/or layout of the road or the movement of vehicles and pedestrians ahead. It is the driver’s responsibility at all times to be attentive to traffic and road conditions, and to provide the slowing, braking and other driving inputs necessary to retain control of the vehicle. Drivers are cautioned not to wait for the system’s alerts before braking, as that may not afford sufficient time and distance to brake safely. See Operator’s Manual for system’s operating speeds and additional information and warnings.

7 Blind Spot Assist is a warning system only. Blind Spot Assist may not be sufficient to avoid all accidents involving vehicles in your blind spot and does not estimate the speed of approaching vehicles. It must not be used as a substitute for driver awareness and checking of surrounding traffic conditions. See Operator’s Manual for system’s operating speeds and additional information and warnings.

8 PRE-SAFE® closes the side windows when the system’s sensors detect side movements that suggest a possible rollover or side impact. When PRE-SAFE closes the side windows, a small gap is left near the fully closed position. Audio/multimedia system must be turned on for PRE-SAFE Sound to operate.

9 Rearview camera and Surround View System do not audibly notify driver of nearby objects and are not a substitute for actively checking around the vehicle for any obstacles or people. Images displayed may be limited by camera field of view, weather/lighting conditions and the presence of dirt, ice or snow on the camera.

10 Parking assistance systems are not substitutes for driver attention to the immediate surroundings, as well as any people, animals or vehicles in or approaching the vehicle’s manuevering range. System cannot determine if a space is legally available or of a suitable size for parking. Rear Cross-Traffic Alert is not a substitute for actively checking around the vehicle for any obstacles or people. It may not detect certain objects based on their size, path, proximity or speed and angle of approach, or due to sensor obstruction, and does not control steering angle. See Operator’s Manual for additional information, tips and warnings.

11 While the navigation system provides directional assistance, the driver must remain focused on driving safely, including paying attention to traffic and street signs. The driver should utilize the system’s audio cues while driving and should only consult the map or visual display once the vehicle has been stopped in a safe place. Maps do not cover all areas or all routes within an area.

12 Apple CarPlay™ is a product of Apple Inc. Android Auto is a product of Google Inc. Devices and app providers’ terms and privacy statements apply. Requires connected compatible device and data plan. Apps, content and features are selected solely by their providers. Connection to apps and streaming services may be limited by the device’s network connection. Data usage is routed through device and subject to fees, charges and restrictions in user’s respective plan. Vehicle’s factory audio/information interface may not be used simultaneously with Apple CarPlay or Android Auto. When Apple CarPlay or Android Auto is in use, the steering wheel voice control communicates softly or voice recognition software for voice commands.

13 Stated rates of acceleration are estimated based upon manufacturer’s track results and may vary depending on model, environmental and road surface conditions, driving style, elevation and vehicle load. Uncontrolled curb or edge can become hazardous in a collision. Always secure cargo using the floor-mounted tie-downs.

14 Overall length includes rear-mounted spare tire, but does not include front brush guard.

15 Read Operator’s Manual before towing. In some states, aftermarket trailer brakes are required. See Operator’s Manual before towing.

16 Driving while drizzly or obstructed is dangerous and must be avoided. ATTENTION ASSIST® is a warning system only. ATTENTION ASSIST and Active Lane Keeping Assist may be insufficient to alert a fatigued or distracted driver of lane drift and cannot be relied on to avoid an accident or serious injury. See Operator’s Manual for system’s operating speeds and additional information and warnings.

17 Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC® cruise control is not a substitute for active driving involvement. It does not adapt cruising speed in response to stationary objects, nor does it predict the curvature and lane layout of the road ahead or the movement of vehicles ahead. It is the driver’s responsibility at all times to be attentive to traffic and road conditions, and to provide the slowing, braking and other driving inputs necessary to retain control of the vehicle. Drivers are cautioned not to wait for the system’s alerts before braking, as that may not afford sufficient time and distance to brake safely. See Operator’s Manual for system’s operating speeds and additional information and warnings.

18 Speed Limit Assist does not adjust vehicle speed, and is not a substitute for driver awareness to posted speed limits and other conditions. Driver is responsible for safely operating vehicle in accordance with local traffic laws and driving conditions.

19 The purchase of a new, SiriusXM-equipped vehicle includes a 6-month introductory subscription to the SiriusXM All Access package. Eligible pre-owned vehicles equipped with SiriusXM receive a 3-month trial subscription to SiriusXM All Access package. Trial length and service availability may vary by model, model year or trim. If you decide to continue your subscription after your trial, the plans you choose will automatically renew and you will be billed according to your chosen payment method at then-current rates. Fees and taxes apply. To cancel you must call SiriusXM at 1-866-635-2349. See SiriusXM Customer Agreement for complete terms at siriusxm.com. All fees and programming subject to change.

20 Obey local speed and traffic laws.

21 Real-time traffic information may limit our ability to provide services to you. For full details, eligibility requirements, and limitations/exclusions of SiriusXM and Drive services, as well as the Roadside Assistance Program, please see your dealer.